
Against the New Religious Flow of Numbness

Making meaning of our human existence is the most noble duty of the single human
being. It is by far an official or recognized duty. Throughout such an attempt any person
will  be categorized in different manner (lunatic, artist ...)  and the most inclusive and
civilized  of  societies  will  even  find  a  place  for  him.  However  such  a  noble  duty  is
incompatible with any of these societal role.

In order to make meaning, and this is only partially my theory, one in fact ought to be
somewhat  of  an  outcast  of  any  corporation,  whether  philosophical  or  religious  or
academic or commercial or political or societal. Why is it so? Why do I strongly believe
that  making meaning on our  human existence is  not  only impossible  but corruptive
within such given corporations?

A member of a corporation ought to act accordingly, ought to blindly accept a set of
values, and enforce them or at the most modify them along with all other members. I
believe these corporations to be all but faiths that numb a true sinking into the depths
of human nature. By far in fact these faiths are but blinding lights spotted onto such a
depth from the very surface, only creating somewhat of a confusion and disorientation
in any human willing to follow a certain existential vocation.

Now more then ever these corporations are established and almost unavoidable. We
allowed  them  to  perpetrate,  as  the  trend  of  Christianity  did  in  a  corrupted  and
weakened Roman empire. We allowed to circulate with all  their philanthropic values
and when we less expected a new form of inquisition will kick in to burn particularly
those free souls who understand the importance of being without them.

To the state of numbness now affecting most of the cultivated humanity a state of rage
is naturally following. Rage is in fact but a stage in which one is unable to doubt for a
second certain accusations turning his persona indignant. Now I am not talking about
the single but the mass and how numbly is, from a state of freedom, setting up new
dogmas based on new Christian-like values.

So no matter how tolerant and and only apparently open minded all these new priests
and prophets (politicians, academics and any social media influencer) they seem, they
are but puppet of a new wave which has its beginning with fraternity and love and will
only end in the most cruel injustices. To begin with there will be an attempt to mono-
culturalize all these values as they set in. This will automatically create heresies which
will need to be persecuted and exterminated. Then there will be the new monasteries
and the propagation of the new law which will create the new order, increasingly less
spiritual and more and more becoming a new form of power for the most powerful and



their mischief.

I am but terrified meeting people and hearing out their beliefs. I guess I keep most kind
to them and yet the right attitude would be to scold them. I am not talking about these
poor and ignorant first and second generation immigrant worshiping for instance the
Islamic  faith.  I  am talking about  hippies and hipsters with all  their  values.  I  am not
talking about the actual content of their values but the way they blindly adhere to them.

It seems there is no more a freedom of choice, a freedom or the possibility of being
neutral and simply apply common sense to deciding the small factors determining our
daily life. It seems we ought to follow the patterns of either one or the other upcoming
faiths.  Interestingly  enough  these  choices  are  not  so  much  radical  in  affecting  or
modifying our very soul. They are very much related to what we consume. They seem to
be rather related to censuring out content from the real world. They seem to want to
place an individual, especially from an early age inside a bubble, a fully sealed bubble in
which his numbed existence will take place.

Let's burst these bubbles, at least let's burst out of the bubble around us, keeping us in a
most arrogant ignorance. We ought to act like Hellenistic philosophers. We ought to
build  strength  from  within  and  really  no  food  nor  TV  content  nor  any  form  of
consumption  will  affect  us  as  always  within  us  will  be  a  firm  star  blinking  through
whatever  tempest.  Let's  thus  stop  creating  all  these  new  regulations  concerning
consumption and focus on our very selves, a path we can only undertake individually a
path the master can only address us but alone and only in a most dreadful solitude will
be the way to the oracle for our ultimate revelation.

For the time being we are but set in a firm principle, an intuitive directive going against
all trends, all religions to come, all ideologies, riding at times only partially with them
only to soon find ourselves going almost naked, with few belongings mostly necessary
for our philosophy rather than for us. In such a state we cannot but be avoided and
ridiculed especially by those who so seriously believe in their career trajectory within
whatever corporation. And yet the destiny of all these corporation it is but collapse like
Babel towers, systems doomed to die off the inevitable disorder which will set in their
strict order. 


